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Compliance Made Easy



Compliance Made Easy

Fireco provides simple and trusted solutions for 
your  common fire safety problems.  
Our products meet all regulatory requirements 
and are designed with your safety in mind.
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Dorgard SmartSound is a wireless solution for legally holding open fire 

doors, releasing them to close when the fire alarm sounds.

Benefits 

Improved sound recognition with  

new SmartSound technology

Up to three-year battery life  

and three-year warranty

   Carpet friendly — leaves  

no marks

Can be fitted to  

any door 

No programming required,  

just fit and forget

Self installed in  

under 5 minutes

Dorgard
SmartSound
A smarter way to keep your  

fire doors open

TM
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TM

It’s ideal for the kitchen as it means we can air the room out. 

The best part is the amount of natural light brought in by 

having the doors open.

Sarah Akehurst, Assistant Manager

 

I’d recommend Dorgard SmartSound to anyone. We’ve had 

great customer service from Fireco, very helpful. It’s really  

been tremendous. 

Bob Field, Maintainance Manager

“

“

“

“

Dorgard
SmartSound
Dorgard SmartSound keeps your fire doors open 

legally, and allows them to automatically close when 

the fire alarm sounds. 

SmartSound listening technology means Dorgard 

SmartSound can distinguish between your fire alarm 

and common background noises, such as vacuum 

cleaners.

The SmartSound has noise 

filtering technology which allows 

for more precise listening 
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Dorgard Pro
Problems with wedged  

open fire doors?

Dorgard Pro is a fire door retainer which holds open fire doors legally,  

allowing them to automatically close when an alarm is activated. Dorgard 

Pro can also be integrated with an intruder alarm or lockdown system.

Benefits 

Peace of mind with 

a five-year warranty

Can even be fitted  

to heavy doors

Controlled by Transmitter,  

not affected by  

background noise

Fit and forget with a  

five-year battery life
Carpet friendly

The Fireco Transmitter  

checks the status of all  

units for you
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Dorgard Pro has made such a difference — we can safely 

keep the doors open, and every time the alarm 

is tested they close.

Suzanne Charlesworth, Nursery Manager 

Dorgard Pro is the best solution for us. It is quick to install, cost 

effective and does the exact same job as a hard-wired system 

in a much simpler way. 

Codrut Miclea, Maintenance Engineer

“

“

“

“

Dorgard Pro
Dorgard Pro holds fire doors open safely and legally,

allowing them to close on the sound of the alarm.

Dorgard Pro is radio-activated and ideal for noisy

environments. The separate Transmitter is wired

directly into any fire alarm system and makes it

easy to monitor all door units from a central hub.

Dorgard Pro is an expandable 
system, so you can add new 
units when you need to
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Freedor Pro
Problems with wedged  

open fire doors?

Benefits 

Makes opening heavy 

fire doors effortless

Can even be fitted  

to heavy doors

Controlled by Transmitter,  

not affected by  

background noise

Improves access  

for those with  

mobility issues

Compatible  

with all alarm panels

Peace of mind with a  

five-year warranty and  

battery life

Freedor Pro takes the weight out of heavy fire doors with its free swing  

feature, improving access throughout a building. The radio Transmitter  

activates the Freedor Pro in the event of an emergency, ensuring all doors 

are closed, preventing the spread of smoke and fire.
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We needed something to make the doors more manageable, 

Freedor Pro was exactly what we were looking for.

Abigail Whitely, Housekeeping Supervisor 

Freedor Pro ticks all the boxes for the fire regulations and 

makes it easier for the residents to get about.  

David Price, Maintenance Manager

“

“

“

“

Freedor Pro
Freedor Pro is ideal for noisy environments  

because it is radio-activated by the Transmitter.

The Transmitter is wired to the fire alarm system, 

making it easy to monitor all of your Fireco  

products from one place.

Freedor Pro can be part of  
an expandable system 
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Wedging open fire doors is dangerous. Dorgard is a wireless solution that 

legally holds open fire doors, and enables them to close when the fire  

alarm sounds.

Benefits 

Keeps fire doors  

open

Wire-free technology — reduces 

disruption

Enables greater access  

throughout the building

Improves the airflow  

through a building

Meets all regulatory  

requirements

Self installed in under  

five minutes

Dorgard
We’ve opened the door  

to safer buildings
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They cause no disruption and are easy to install and maintain. 

They’re just a good, reliable, discreet product that helps us  

to meet fire regulations.

Terry Morton, Hotel Owner

There are loads of advantages to this product — it provides 

easy access and allows people to be independent as they 

don’t have to call for help or assistance to open the doors. 

Cameron Robins, Checkfire

“

“

Dorgard
Dorgard enables you to legally and safely keep fire 

doors open. When the fire alarm sounds, Dorgard 

releases, enabling the fire door to close, preventing 

the spread of fire and smoke. 

Installed onto the bottom of the fire door in under 

five minutes, Dorgard is listening for a continuous fire 

alarm of 14 seconds or more.

Dorgard is a wireless system, 
meaning that there is minimal 
disruption 

“

“
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Freedor
SmartSound
Makes opening heavy  

doors effortless

Freedor SmartSound is a unique wireless solution that allows fire doors 

to be held open in any position, automatically closing them when the fire 

alarm sounds. It makes heavy fire doors effortless to open, enabling  

easier access.

Benefits 

Keeps fire doors  

open at any angle

No more struggling with  

heavy fire doors

Enables easier access  

throughout the building

Up to three-year battery life  

and three-year warranty

Wire-free technology – reduces 

disruption

Meets all regulatory  

requirements
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Our residents, particularly those that are a bit older, struggled 

with heavy fire doors. Freedor SmartSound really takes the 

weight away, and we like the fact that the door can be held 

open at any angle.

Jenny Broadway, Manager 

They just do what they’re supposed to do — they keep the 
doors open and close when the alarm sounds.

Kevin Plowright - Hotel Maintenance Manager

“

“

“

“

Freedor
SmartSound
Freedor SmartSound is a unique wireless device  

installed at the top of a fire door that allows the door 

to swing freely and be left open in any position.

The SmartSound listening technology will identify the

sound of the fire alarm and close the doors,

preventing the spread of smoke and fire.

The free-swing mode removes all 
resistance from heavy fire doors 
making them easier to open
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In the event of fire, deaf and hard of hearing people will not be able to hear 

the fire alarm. Deafgard provides a wireless solution for communicating the 

sound of the fire alarm to deaf and hard of hearing people when they are 

asleep.

Benefits 

Portable device, requiring  

no installation

Ensures you comply with  

elements of the Equality Act 2010 

Independence  

for the user 

Peace of mind for  

family and friends 

Alarm  

clock facility

Trusted by hotels  

all over the world 

Deafgard
The alarm for the deaf 

and hard of hearing
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For someone who is deaf or hard of hearing, a stranger coming 

into your hotel room to alert you of an emergency could be 

distressing. Thankfully we found Deafgard. Our guests can take 

the device to their room as it is easily portable, and they can 

relax knowing they will be alerted automatically in the event of  

a fire.

Ben Hewitt, Hotel Manager 

The Deafgard unit provides our hotel customers with a reliable 

solution that ensures deaf and hard of hearing guests will be 

alerted if a fire breaks out.

Babette Potter, Sales Administrator

“

“

“

“

Deafgard
Deafgard is a battery powered unit that you place on 

your bed side table. It comes with a pad attachment 

that you place under your pillow.

If the fire alarm sounds the pad vibrates, lights flash, 

and the screen displays ‘FIRE’.

Deafgard allows independence 
and peace of mind for the user
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Benefits 

DMS
Emergency alerts direct  

to your mobile phone

(Digital Messaging Service)

DMS is a mass notification system that can send text, email, Whatsapp 

or voice messages to unlimited users who are subscribed to the service. 

DMS is ideal for Building Management Systems e.g. fire alarms.

Software driven inputs                         

or relay inputs

REST API Integration Use your own device,

no apps to install

Create your own alerts in a
cloud-based, self-managed

web app

Mass notification system, can  
connect unlimited users

Cloud-based system means  
range is unlimited

No need for expensive pagers        
or IT system integration

Integrates into your
existing fire system

Comply with the Equality Act
by notifying deaf users
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API

Scenario 1

The call point has been pressed and the fire alarm panel is activated. DMS is triggered and sends an 

evacuation alert to subscribers.

To subscribe, text the unique location  

code to the mobile number.

Scenario 2

DMS is connected to another internet-based system. When the other system carries out a particular 

action, subscribers will be alerted by DMS.

Scenario 3

The panic button is pushed and DMS is triggered. This sends an alert to the security team who then 

assess the situation. Other subscribers receive a delayed alert telling them to evacuate the building.
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Compliance Made Easy

What our customers say

The customer service from Fireco has been excellent, they’ve answered all 

of our queries promptly. We are extremely pleased.

Elysia Fung, Deputy Manager, Summerlands Care Home

It was so helpful that whenever I contacted Fireco, I always spoke to the 

same person. They knew who I was, and this continuous support made 

everything so much easier.

Faye Doncaster, Health & Safety Advisor, Care Management Group

I recommend Fireco; if I could find a better word than excellent I would! 

The engineers are more than helpful.

Kevin Plowright, Maintenance Manager, Jupiter Hotels

Follow us on social media

 fireco.online/twitter

 fireco.online/youtube

 fireco.online/facebook

 fireco.online/linkedin

“

“

“

“

“

“



Compliance Made Easy

We can make  
compliance easy
Demonstrations

Want to know more? We can arrange for one of our Fireco  

Technicians to come to your business and give you a  

demonstration of our products so you can see exactly  

how they work.

Site Surveys

If you are interested in the products but not sure how they would  

suit your building, we can carry out a site survey. 

They will help us find out the signal strength of products and how  

many units you’ll need. By carrying out a site survey, we can tailor  

a system that is suitable for you.

Product trials

Not sure if our products are right for you? We offer free one-month trials  

on a range of our products so that you can try it out in your building.

Compliance as a Service

Upgrade your fire safety
today with no upfront cost

Supply and installation 

of products

Accidental damage 

cover*

Fully maintained From £6* a month

Find out about Compliance as a Service

*T&Cs apply



Download our 
free eBooks 
Are you currently reviewing your fire safety 

measures and not sure where to begin?

Head over to our fire safety library and download  

one of our helpful guides. 

Our guides offer advice with: 

 � Who is responsible?

 � Fire risk assessments

 � Emergency planning, training and drills 

 � Evacuation strategy

Visit www.fireco.uk/ https://fireco.uk/fire-safety-library/

Compliance Made Easy



Fireco provides simple 
and trusted solutions 
for your common fire 
safety problems   

www.fireco.uk


